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All or Nothing Now or Never
We can make it happen We can it all Right
Time is Coming Everlasting
Don't you wanna see it when we make it world wide

All or Nothing kase ni nabiku
Yokoreyota chakku ga kimino chizusa
Donnatokimo moumayowanai
Kimio dakishimeru Baby, All Night

All I have wanted was another chance to chat
What was my wish of start to another and there wor
Ld that Lift me to the sky
All I have needed was to get back on the track
I can feel itÂ�fs for real this time I will hit back
I used to be last man in the luck so long
I gonna be fine itÂ�fs too big question makes
How big a man come along
The end of world crying, the end of world hiding
ItÂ�fs my passion, thatÂ�fs my mission to decide
IÂ�fm going world wide

All or Nothing Now or Never
We can make it happen We can it all Right
Time is Coming Everlasting
Don't you wanna see it when we make it world wide

The end of world crying, the end of world hiding
ItÂ�fs my passion, thatÂ�fs my mission to decide
IÂ�fm going world wide

Korega my noise da Men Boys&Girls;Â�@kike
Snow To Seven dokomademo

Ikari saketa chi no shinnen chikai

All I have wanted was another chance to chat
What was my wish of start to another and there world
that
Lift me to the sky
All I have needed was to get back on the track
I con feel itÂ�fs for real this time I will hit back
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All or Nothing Now or Never
We can make it happen We can it all Right
Time is Coming Everlasting
Don't you wanna see it when we make it world wide

Tabidachino kanega
Narihibiku
Chieisen ga kierubashode kimi no hitomi Â�@
Omoidaseba aitakunaru
Demo modorenai

All or Nothing kase ni nabiku
Yokoreta "shatsu" ga kimino chizusa
Donnatokimo moumayowanai
Kimio dakishimeru Baby, All Night

All or Nothing Now or Never
We can make it happen We can it all Right
Time is Coming Everlasting
Don't you wanna see it when we make it world wide

All or NothingÂ�@ kase ni nabiku
Yokoreyota chakku ga kimino chizusa
Donnatokimo moumayowanai
Kimio dakishimeru Baby, All Night
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